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           Semi-Sweet Wine Tasting List 

                       

Family owned and operated, Sandhill Crane Vineyards uses only the finest local produce for our handcrafted wines, made right on the premises.  
Made lovingly in small batches, this tasting list includes well balanced white wines, rich reds, flavorful fruit wines, and delicious sweet-tart dessert 

wines.   We cannot guarantee a specific wine will be in stock throughout the year.   If  you like it — buy it now!

Discounts -- 5% on 6 bottles, 10% on full case (12 bottles or more) — may be mixed or single varieties. 

� Lakedaze    A slightly sweet white blend with flavors 
of  peach ad tropical fruits.  Refreshing citrus and a touch 
of  minerality on the finish.  
Perfect for a day at the beach! 
$14  Bottle     $7  Glass

2017 RiesLing    Floral aromas with notes of  lemon-
grass and tropical fruit.  Flavors of  juicy ripe mangos 
and tangerine zest.  Finishes with dried apricots and 
light minerality.
$20  Bottle     $7  Glass

� soLstice     With flavors of  ripe, jammy peaches, this 
batch of  Solstice reminds us of  a decadent peach cobbler!
$15  Bottle     $7  Glass

� appLe cRisp  A blend of  estate-grown Honey Crisp, 
Gala and Empire apples.   Comforting fall flavors with a 
crisp finish.  Enjoy chilled or warm with a cinnamon
$15   Bottle     $7  Glass

� BLushing cRane       Sweet and tart, bursting with 
flavors of  fresh ripe strawberries.  Bright finish with 
tropical guava notes.  A fun wine for sitting on the deck 
and enjoying the sunshine!! 
$14 Bottle     $7  Glass

� night of the Living Red      
Fun, playful, semi-sweet red seasoned with cloves,
 cinnamon, nutmeg, vanilla, orange peel.... and essence of  
fresh-squeezed zombies! 
$16  Bottle     $7.00  Glass 

� RaspBeRRy Rosé      A crisp blend of  citrusy 
Chardonel and our luscious sweet-tart raspberry wine. 
We know you’ve been waiting for this!! 
$18  Bottle     $7  Glass

� doLce   
Dolce is a fortified apple dessert wine made with estate 
grown Fuji apples.  A woodsy autumn nose with soft, 
mellow apple notes. 
SALE!! $15  Bottle    
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